Instructions:
In Week 4, you are provided with 3 LxT resources (LxT 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) and three AQS corresponding to each of these resources. You are most welcome to go through all these resources provided in Week 4; however, you need to do ONLY ONE OUT OF THE THREE QUIZZES (AQS) for grading purposes.

This AQ is based on LxT 4.1 (https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/noc20_ge12/unit?unit=75&lesson=77). Hence, please take this AQ in case you have accessed LxT 4.1 (https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/noc20_ge12/unit?unit=75&lesson=77). You will need to answer all questions to be able to submit the quiz.

You may attempt the quiz multiple times; however, the last quiz score, attempted before the deadline, will be considered for final grading.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) Which of the below discussion forum applications have been listed in LxT 4.1? 
   A. Stack Exchange
   B. Google Groups
   C. phpBB

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Feedback: Stack Exchange is the discussion forum application that has been listed in the LxT4.1. Google Groups is the discussion forum application used by NPTEL in our portal (SWAYAM2.0) and phpBB is a message board application through which users can create their own discussion forums. Both these have not been listed as part of LxT4.1

Accepted Answers: 
   A. Stack Exchange

2) What is the mechanism used by sites under Stack Exchange to leverage user participation and grant additional privileges? 
   A. Trust Level
   B. Folder Structure
   C. Reputation System

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Feedback: Stack sites use the Reputation system, which is based on the trust posted by the community on the user. Reputation is gained through activities like “Voting Up” of questions and answers by users, marking of answers as “Accepted”, and marking of suggestions/edits as “Accepted”, etc. Trust level of Discourse is
similar to reputation system; however, the initial trust levels are achieved by regular participation. Folder structure of Piazza is a way of organizing the discussions and resources.

Accepted Answers:
C. Reputation System

3) In the open source discussion forum ‘Discourse’, the condition for the participant to get to the trust level 3 are:
- Must have visited forum at least 50% of days in the past 100 days
- Must have replied to at least 10 different topics on forum in past 100 days
- Must have received 20 likes by other participants in the past 100 days

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Feedback:
All of the above criteria along with many others listed on website must be true to achieve trust level 3
Accepted Answers:
C. Participants must have accomplished all of the above criteria.